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But groups don’t vote as cohesive blocs!!





What impact on the 
EU future policies?



Main theme for the next legislative term: Competitiveness/1

- Fewer bans, targets. 

However, environmental goals to be maintained -> different focus: investments in green 
technologies

- How to fund investments? Disagreements on funding: state aid, joint borrowing, EU taxes, capital 
markets (private sector)

- Regulatory simplification -> legislation to cut reporting and administrative requirements. 

- Single market harmonisation -> reduce barriers to provision of services cross-border.
->  stronger interconnections between digital, energy, transport 
markets and infrastructure.



Main theme for the next legislative term: Competitiveness/2

- More reciprocity on trade & public procurement - it will affect US and China trade relations.

- Reducing dependencies on unstable or authoritarian countries (for products, energy and raw 
materials). 

Focus on renewables, hydrogen, low carbon (nuclear). Circular economy for materials re-use. 

- Focus on investments in public infrastructure and connectivity.

- Due to backlash on migration, focus on labour market participation and skills



Main theme for the next legislative term: Security/1

- Ensure supply of critical products and materials (food, medicines, energy..). Disagreements on trade 
vs industrial policy solutions

- Artificial Intelligence seen more as a threat (S&D) or an opportunity (EPP).

- Strengthen cybersecurity and fight disinformation and interferences online.

- Centre-left groups focus on social, economic and environmental security. Key topics for environment: 
microplastics, PFAS, water pollution (also shared by EPP)



Main theme for the next legislative term: Security/2

- Support enlargement strategy, with conditionalities (foreign policy alignment, democracy & rule of law)

- EU reform: centre-left groups in favour of more power for EU institutions -> e.g. strengthen co-decision, 
initiative rights for the EP and to end unanimous Council voting. 

- Enhance EU rule of law mechanism by extending budgetary conditionality

Difficult to get these reforms through the Council 







Envisaged impact on policies
based on seat projections for the 2024 elections (May)

EU enlargement Similar to current EP.  EP will remain strongly supportive of EU 
enlargement

EU political integration Growing share of Eurosceptics. EP as a whole will remain strongly 
supportive of EU integration
Growing support for a national approach. EP as a whole will remain 
strongly supportive of EU supervisionEU Supervision of the Rule of Law

Asylum and border control

EU relations with Russia

Growing support for restrictive approach. Swing voters will make the 
difference

Similar to current EP. The EP will maintain an assertive approach 
towards Russia



Envisaged impact on policies
based on seat projections for the 2024 elections (May)

Decarbonisation of road transport 

Energy prices

Growing support for a market approach. Swing voters will make the 
difference

Energy green transition
Growing support for a gradual transition. Swing voters will make the 
difference

Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference

Climate targets

Nature protection and restoration 

Growing support for a more gradual climate transition. Swing voters 
will make the difference

Growing support for focus on the economy. Swing voters will make 
the difference



Envisaged impact on policies
based on seat projections for the 2024 elections (May)

EU Industrial funding

State aid exemptions

Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference

Industrial regulation Growing support for a market approach. Swing voters will make the 
difference

Buy European clauses

Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference

Growing support for protectionism. Swing voters will make the 
difference

Free trade agreements Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference



Envisaged impact on policies
based on seat projections for the 2024 elections (May)

EU-US data transfers Growing support for focus on cooperation. Swing voters will make the 
difference

Privacy & digital economy Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference

Disinformation Growing support for focusing on freedom of expression. EP as a whole 
will remain strongly supportive of fighting against disinformation

Artificial Intelligence Similar to current EP. Swing voters will make the difference















More details available on the EUmatrix.eu platform

https://eumatrix.eu/en/quizzes/70c12fa1-93eb-4f37-a7ea-aff10e64168f/statistics/mep


Questions or requests?

doru.frantescu@eumatrix.eu 



Annex: additional 
material





































Situation in the EU Council 
In the summer 2024 (forecast)





Situation in the Commission 
In the summer 2024 (scenarios)





Dan Jørgensen  (Climate, Energy) Teresa Ribera (Environment, 
Green Deal)

Christophe Hansen (Economy, trade)     Jessica Roswall (Internal  
Market, taxation) 

Jozef Síkela (Energy, Trade)
Henna Virkkunen  (Transport, 
Infrastructure, cybersecurity)

Potential Commissioners replacements



Karoline Edtstadler (Legal affairs, Home 
affairs)

Radosław Sikorski (Defence)

Kolaja (Digital, Internal market ) Victor Negrescu (Culture, Education, 
Internal market)

Potential Commissioners replacements







Potential leadership of the EU institutions 

Teresa Ribera (ES) Thierry Breton (FR) Valdis Dombrovskis  (LV) Mario Draghi  (IT)

Roberta Metsola (MT)Antonio Costa (PT)Kaja Kallas (EE)Ursula von der Leyen (DE)





Prepare for post-elections: 
keep track of decision-
makers’ influence and views



eurompmatch.eu
The quiz that shows you which MEPs are most aligned to your policy preferences

https://eurompmatch.eu/
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